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1. [REDACTED] ASKED COS AT 1300 HRS (MEXICO CITY TIME) ON 3 DECEMBER FOR URGENT TRACES ON U.S. CITIZEN GILBERTO P. LOPEZ. 
   COPY TO  

2. [REDACTED] STATES LOPEZ REPORTEDLY ARRIVED MEXICO ON 23 NOVEMBER ON ROUTE TO HAVANA. HE HAS DISAPPEARED, NO RECORD OF TRIP TO HAVANA. 

3. LOPEZ HAD FM-8 (TOURIST CARD, LIMITED TO FIFTEEN DAYS) NUMBER 24553 OBTAINED IN TAMPA FLORIDA ON 20 NOVEMBER. 

4. HAVE NOT REPEAT NOT CHECKED ABOVE WITH MEXICO ODBR. 

5. SUBJ, PP 310162, LEFT MEXI FOR HAVANA ON 27 NOV VIA CUBANA (ONLY PASSENGER ABOARD). SOURCE: [REDACTED]. NO STATION TRACES. 

6. APPRECIATE EARLY REPLY.
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